KontrolFreek FPS Freek Galaxy White for Playstation 4 (PS4) and
Playstation 5 (PS5) | Performance Thumbsticks | 1 High-Rise, 1
Mid-Rise | White Review-2021

INCREASED ACCURACY - Mixed height combo for faster target acquisition and increased
precision on the right, as well as better control and maneuvering on the left
IMPROVES COMFORT & GRIP - Non-slip, proprietary rubber compound offers exceptional grip and
requires less force which reduces wrist, hand and thumb fatigue
ONE HIGH-RISE (CONVEX) THUMBSTICK - That adds 10.0 mm for increased accuracy on right
analog
ONE MID-RISE (CONVEX) THUMBSTICK - On the left analog for enhanced control with in-game
movement while adding a nominal height of 6.5 mm
VERSATILE - The added grip and comfort works well across your entire library of games and
protects stock thumbsticks from wear and tear *packaging may varyOur story
How we got our start?
KontrolFreek started when one of us wanted to be a better gamer and invented the world's most
advanced thumb grips - Performance Thumbsticks. For over a decade, weâ€™ve blended science
and the highest-quality materials into products that give gamers a competitive edge and a better
experience.
What makes our product unique?
Headquartered in Atlanta, GA, our Performance Gaming Gear is designed in the USA, and
Performance Thumbsticks are made in the USA. Our product lines combine the latest in ergonomics
and advanced materials to maximize your comfort and precision while gaming.
Why we love what we do?
KontrolFreek is about more than just Performance Gaming Gear. Our passion is supporting
like-minded gamers in their quest for greatness. This is why we created FreekNation, a global
community of 4M+ determined and ambitious gamers worldwide. Join us to level-up your game.
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